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PETER DOOCY: Ahead of this meeting with President Xi, is President Biden considering a
diplomatic boycott of the Beijing Olympics this winter?

JEN PSAKI: Well, I know you’re asking this because there have been reports out there or
questions, I should say, about whether or not President Xi will raise the question of the Beijing
Olympics. We don’t know if — if he will or will not and we’ll leave that to them to preview, but
I don’t have anything beyond that for you. I’ve outlined for you what the President will talk about
and discuss in his meeting and that’s what our focus is on from this end.

DOOCY: Okay. There are a few reports from over the weekend that the Vice President is
unhappy. Can she expect the President’s automatic endorsement if she decides to run herself in
either 2024 or 2028?

PSAKI: Well, first of all, the President selected the Vice President because — to serve as his
running mate because he felt she was exactly the person he wanted to have by his side to govern
the country. She is a key partner. She is a bold leader and she is somebody who has taken on
incredibly important assignments, whether it is addressing the root causes of migration at the
northern triangle, or taking on a core cause of democracy in voting rights, so that is who the
President selected. I — I don’t have any predictions of whether she will run, when she will run, I
will leave that to her, but I can tell you that there’s been a lot of reports out there and they don’t
reflect his view or our experience with the Vice President.

DOOCY: And so, you guys have not heard that the Vice President or key members of her staff
are unhappy?

PSAKI: Here’s what I know, Peter. I know that the President relies on the Vice President for her
advice, for her counsel. She is somebody who is not only taking on issues that are challenging;
she’s not looking for a cushy role here. No vice president is. No president is. And that she’s
somebody that is a valuable member of the team and he expects to also — you can all expect to
be out there, out in the country in the infrastructure bill and he’s looking forward to having her
out there too.

DOOCY: And then just something tied to an ongoing court case. Why did President Biden
suggest that Kyle Rittenhouse, on trial in Kenosha, is a white supremacist?

PSAKI: So, Peter, what — I’m not going to speak to right now is anything about an ongoing trial,
nor the President’s past comments. What I can reiterate for you is the President’s view that we
shouldn’t have, broadly speaking, vigilantes patrolling our communities with assault rifles. We
shouldn’t have opportunists corrupting peaceful protests by rioting and burning down the
communities they claim to represent, anywhere in the country. As you know, closing arguments



in this particular case, which I’m not speaking, I’m just making broad comments about his own
view, there’s an ongoing trial. We’re awaiting a verdict. Beyond that, I’m going to speak to any
individuals or this case.

DOOCY: But the President has spoken to it already and his mom now — Kyle Rittenhouse’s
mom came out saying that the President defamed her son and that claims — she claims that when
the President suggested her son is a white supremacist, he was doing that to win votes. Is that
what happened?

PSAKI: I just having nothing more to speak to — an ongoing case where the closing arguments
were just made.

(....)

2:15:34 p.m.
2 minutes and 13 seconds

PETER ALEXANDER: More broadly on the state of America right now, inflation, obviously, at
a 31-year high right now. Americans are seeing their dollars, their paychecks stretched right now.
Why should Americans not be concerned that injecting another $1.57 trillion or more would raise
inflation?

PSAKI: Because no economist out there is projecting that this will have a negative impact on
inflation. And, actually, what it will help do is it will help increase economic productivity, it’s —
it will help economic growth in this country. That and the Build Back Better agenda will help
reduce inflation, will help cut costs for the American people over the long term.

ALEXANDER: But, as you acknowledge, that’s over the long term. So, I guess, for those
Americans who are really struggling with the bottom line right now, what — what is the
President doing right now? Like, immediately to try to directly impact the risings cost Americans
are witnessing?

PSAKI: Well, the number one thing that the President can do is help get Covid under control.
That we know is the root cause of inflation and the price increases we’re seeing for a range of
reasons, that is the best step that he can take, that the administration can take to help get it under
control. I’d also note, though, in his — many of his proposals, but his Build Back Better agenda
that is currently working its way through Congress and we’re eager for the House to pass this
week, there are a number of peak components in there that will lower costs next year for the
American people. Cutting childcare costs in half, making preschool free for families starting in
2022, saving families $8,600, leading to the construction of additional housing units. We’re
seeing housing and the cost of rent as a major driver of cost for families across the country. And
even on issues like negotiating prescription drugs, there are people across the country that are
paying a lot of money out of pocket for insulin. It will cap the cost at $35. The President has a
plan for lowering costs for Americans — for the American people. No one is denying that
inflation and any — any element of raising costs is an issue for the American people. The



question is what are the solutions? We’re proposing solutions. In the short term, we have to get
Covid under control. In the medium and long term, we want to pass this agenda, which
economists will tell you, including Nobel laureates, this will help address inflationary issues over
the long term.

(....)

2:18:57 p.m.
1 minute and 37 seconds

SHELBY TALCOTT: There’s been reporting indicating that there’s a lower vaccination rate in
some of the intelligence agencies. Congressman Chris Stewart has said that some are as high as
40 percent unvaccinated. There’s also been similar reporting on vaccine holdouts at key military
bases. Real Clear Politics said there’s around 10 percent of highly-educated and trained personnel
refusing the vaccine at one of their top weapons testing base. So, with the vaccine deadlines
looming, is the administration concerned about the impact on national security if some of these
percentages remain high? And secondly, is there any sort of contingency plan in place in the
event that we see a number of personnel taken off because of this mandate?

PSAKI: Well, I would first point you to the Department of Defense. Their — their uptick
numbers of people whoa re getting vaccinated are quite high, so that’s not consistent with what I
have heard and they can give you more specific details. And I don’t know if this is applicable to
the agencies that you have mentioned, but we know that, in some components of the federal
government, we’re in a little bit of a delay in people entering the information and data for their
vaccination status and that’s something that we’re encouraging people and workers to do update
as needed as we lead up to the timeline. So, that does not sound consistent with the data that I
understand to be accurate, but I would point you to any agency on the percentages within their
agencies.

TALCOTT: So, there’s no — there’s no concern about a number of personnel in any of these
agencies having to leave the workforce because they’re not vaccinated?

PSAKI: Well, those numbers are not consistent with what I understand to be accurate, so I would
point you to the agencies on the numbers and specific percentages per agency.

(....)

2:32:31 p.m.
1 minute and 36 seconds

EBONY MCMORRIS: I want to ask you — even though you said earlier you were not going to
comment necessarily on the trial that’s happening, but when we look at the case — the Ahmaud
Arbery trial and we’re seeing what’s happening on the outside of this trial and then you have one
where just a pastor, Reverend Jesse Jackson, coming into a courtroom is seen as threatening and
then 100 pastors coming this Thursday to pray outside of courtroom. What was the President’s



response to that even though the judge, you know, reprimanded the lawyers? However, it still
speaks to what’s happening in our criminal justice system, the unfairness, even in the
Rittenhouse trial. How? Race has really still taken presence over in both cases and people are
wondering, what’s happening next.

PSAKI: I appreciate your question and I just want to be clear that what I’m trying to — what I
don’t want to comment on from here is ongoing trials where there are, you know, the cases are
being heard, where the jury is still making decisions, and that’s just a responsibility we have from
here, I have as the spokesperson — right — for the White House? I will note that, of course, the
President has watched and you’ve heard him talk about the impacts that what he has seen across
the country: protests, the emotions, racial injustice, whether it’s in our legal system or it’s in —
in policing and the reforms that need to happen. And that is something where there’s not one
event, of course. There are many events that have deeply impacted him and made this a priority
for him and this White House. I know, as there are verdicts and as there are — we will have more
to say, but I just am limited in what I can convey beyond that from here.


